
 
 
DIY Bunny Napkin Rings 
makes 6 napkin rings 
 
~Supplies~ 

● 12 White Pipe Cleaners 
● 1 sheet light pink felt 
● 2 sheet white felt 
● (6) white 1.5 inch pom-pom balls 
● (6) white  .5 inch pom-pom balls 
● Black 20lb hemp cord  
● (12) wiggle eyes size 5mm/ .19inch 
● Sharp fabric scissors 
● glue gun (I like the mini size) and glue sticks 

 
~Directions~ 
  

1. Create a template for the outside white bunny ear out of paper and cut it out.  Fold white 
felt sheet in half and tape the template on one corner of folded felt. Using sharp fabric 
scissors, cut through two layers of felt using the bunny ear template.  Continue using the 
template until you have cut out 6 sets of ears.  

2. Create a smaller template for the pink inside ear.  Follow the same directions in Step 1 
using the pink felt  

3. Cut out 6 white round quarter size pieces of felt 
4. Using the glue gun, glue the pipe cleaner between the white and pink felt 
5. Twist the pipe cleaner into a circle and twist the ends around the bottom of the "ears" to 

make a base for the bunny. Cut off the excess pipe cleaner. 
6. Glue 3/4 of the white felt circle to the front of the bunny ears, turning the bottom 1/4 of 

the circle under the pipe cleaner ring. 
7. Glue the large 1.5 inch pom-pom to the back of the bunny ears 
8. Glue 3 small lengths of the black cording on to the "face" of the bunny, top it with the .5 

inch pom-pom and add two wiggle eyes. 
9. Follow steps 4 - 8 five more times to complete the 6 napkin rings. 

 
Blog Post: https://ridgelysradar.com/2014/04/diy-bunny-napkin-ring.html 
Supplies Available in my Amazon Store : DIY Projects 
 
 
Have fun making this project! 
xxRidgely 
 
www.RidgelysRadar.com 
*These directions include Affiliate Links.  If you click through my referral link, at no additional cost to you, I may earn a small 

commission if you make a purchase. Thank you for supporting Ridgely's Radar 
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